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Hola Mexico! 

Year 6 

Mrs Marsh & Mrs Glarvey 

Autumn Term 1 2018 



Literacy 

This term, we will be using two exciting new texts to 

base our writing round. 

The first text we will use is The Unforgotten Coat, by 

Frank Cottrell Boyce. We will be exploring the themes 

within the text and using new grammar skills to write 

multi-clause sentences and punctuate them             

accurately. We will then  write our own stories based 

on the book. 

Art/DT 

Design and technology will form a big part of our   

topic this half term. We will tasting Mexican food and 

conducting a survey of peoples preferences. From 

this, we will design a healthy, balanced Mexican meal. 

We will also design and make Day of the Dead skulls, 

using design criteria, and then evaluate our designs. 

In art, we will be looking at the work of the Mexican 

artist Freida Calho. We will create portraits in the 

same style and observe the environment around us to 

add to these pictures. 

Computing 

This half term, ICT will mostly be used for 

research and presentation of information in 

our topic. 

We will also create graphs using ICT. 

 

Hola Mexico! 

Things to remember! 

Reading 

Your child needs to bring their reading 

book into school every day. Please sign the  

reading logs when your child has read at  

home and we will be  able to tick for their  

five reads on their Remarkable Readers. 

Spellings 

Children are given spellings on Friday and 

will be tested the following Friday.  

Homework 

The children will be expected to complete 

 homework weekly. This will be handed out  

on Friday and due back on Tuesday.  

Throughout the year, this will increase to  

prepare the children for SATs and the  

expectations of secondary school. 

Maths 

In maths, we will be focusing on number this 

half term.  

Number work forms an important part of most 

elements of maths and mastering calculation 

skills is vital.  

The SATs arithmetic paper will focus on       

number and the children’s ability to calculate 

mentally and using standard written methods 

is important. 

We will also ensure that the children have a 

deep understanding of place value and        

fractions and begin to calculate with fractions. 

PE 

This half term, the children will have PE on   

Wednesday afternoons.  

As part of our topic, we will learn a traditional    

Mexican dance. 

We will also improve our ball skills and work on 

dodging and shooting in basketball. 

Topic 

As part of our literacy work, we will be writing 

non-chronological reports on Mexico. We will 

research aspects of modern Mexican life and 

create information leaflets. 

To start our topic, we will be tasting some 

Mexican food and creating Mexican meals. 

In geography, we will be looking at historical 

maps of Mexico, thinking about where Mayan 

cities were located and comparing this with 

the modern Mexican landscape. 


